Not just a supply business, OSI is a resource for all of your pipe organ related needs. From raw materials, computer-aided drafting and design to equipment utilization and shipping services, we offer a full range of opportunities above and beyond our catalog.

WE ARE YOUR PARTNER—NOT YOUR COMPETITOR!
Our Heritage is more than mere history. We have been diversifying our service and expertise to better serve you since 1924.

OSI - Total Pipe Organ Resources
2320 West 50th Street
Erie, PA 16506

TOLL FREE: (800) 374-3674
PHONE: (814) 835-2244
FAX: (814) 838-0349
www.osipipeorgan.com

The American Melting Pot

Just as the American culture reflects a rich heritage of diverse backgrounds and experience, OSI is no exception. With every evolution since 1924, new expertise, products and perspectives have been added to OSI’s offerings. It is through this heritage that OSI’s team of knowledgeable employee-owners is able to offer industry leading services and products.

With every new generation, we take pride in passing along the Old World craft of organ building and the tradition of superior quality as well as embracing and utilizing the latest technologies. Our dedicated staff is willing to assist you with their knowledge far beyond our catalog. From project planning and design services to project presentation assistance, OSI is a resource and advocate for all our partners in the organ building industry. How may we assist you with your project and put our competitively priced resources to work for you?

- CNC Routing
- AutoCAD Design
- Complete Organ Design and Consultation
- Specialty Chest Design/Replication
- Custom Design Console and Casework
- Specialty Pipe Manufacturing
- Discrete Shipping
- Project Analysis Services
- Customer Advocacy Services
- Restoration and Rebuilding Services

www.apoba.com